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ADS-B RPAS ALERTER PROJECT 

The ADS-B RPAS ALerter Project is being researched to provide pilots of Remotely Piloted 

Aircraft Systems (RPAS)/unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)/drones with better situational 

awareness of other airborne traffic in the “Hockey Puck” operational area surrounding them, 

when operating their equipment either commercially or for pleasure. 

Introduction 

• Due to the federal requirement of most nation’s aviation authorities (CASA in Australia) 

that RPAS pilots must have Visible Line Of Sight (VLOS) to their aircraft at ALL times, 

there is a need to provide additional situational awareness information for the pilot, not 

from a screen that they will have to divert their attention to look at, but audibly so as not 

to distract from their task of flying. 

• Most RPAS have no automated visibility of other localised airborne traffic as the RPAS 

pilot’s VLOS is limited to the RPAS’s operational area on their visual horizon, resulting 

in them not being completely situationally aware of any other approaching traffic, either 

behind or to the side of them.  As such using just VLOS the RPAS pilot only has a 

restricted “tunnel” line-of-sight visibility with their vehicle and can be easily surprised by 

low flying aircraft approaching in from outside of their peripheral vision that could impact 

upon their operations. 

• DJI is one drone manufacturer that is attempting to remediate this situation by using a 

new capability that they call AirSense which overlays ADS-B “In” information on the 

RPAS pilot’s controller map and provides text notifications when aircraft are in the area.  

Unfortunately in the current implementation of AirSense, the pilot’s attention needs to be 

diverted from their VLOS of their RPAS to the RPAS controller’s screen.  AirSense is 

only available in new products over 250 grams, built since January 2020, and only 

currently available in the USA at the moment. There is therefore a need to provide 

similar notifications to pilots of RPAS without this capability. 

• Luckily ADS-B In information can also be received from web sites such as FlightRadar, 

FlightAware, etc., but these sites rely on volunteers to collect and send ADS-B 

information to remote hosted servers.  The challenges here is that some geographical 

areas may not be adequately covered and the RPAS pilot may not have Internet 

connectivity to these sites from their location.  Also the information presented is 

graphical and the pilot simply cannot afford to divert their VLOS attention from the 

RPAS to focus on and analyse something else.  Indeed, most country’s federal aviation 

regulations dictate that the RPAS pilot must have constant VLOS with their vehicle 

whilst airborne, which makes monitoring displays for ADS-B or any other information 

difficult for the pilot, who can easily lose sight of their aircraft while analysing this 

information.  Most fast moving military aircraft don’t appear on these servers. 
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• Open areas away from airfields are often used by helicopters which can quickly and 

unexpectedly appear and land, thus having a profound impact on the RPAS’s area of 

operations. 

• Any solution installed on the RPAS controller must be a light-weight application so as to 

have the least impact on the software controlling the RPAS. 

WHAT IS ADS-B? 

• Automatic Dependent Surveillance – Broadcast 

o Automatic: it works in the background 

o Dependent: it depends on other aircraft being appropriately equipped 

o Surveillance: it’s a technology to track aircraft 

o Broadcast: each aircraft broadcasts it special position and velocity 

• Originally started in the late 1990s as the Capstone Program in Alaska where there was 

poor radar coverage and safety record 

• ADS-B “Out” rules were defined in 2011, so the technology has had a decade of 

development to mature. 

• There are “Out” & “In” equipment variants. 

• ADS-B “Out”: Aircraft with professionally permanently installed & certified ADS-B “Out” 

equipment broadcast their GPS location, velocity & altitude once per second 

• ADS-B “Out” is mandatory globally by the end of 2020 for all aircraft operating in class 

A, B, C (controlled) airspaces and above 18,000ft 

• ADS-B “In”: fixed and/or portable equipment receive the above information; plus in the 

continental US receive weather and ADS-B information from ground stations  

• ALerter will only be using ADS-B “In” 

• There are two different Radio Frequency datalinks: 1090 & 978 MHz 

• 1090 Extended Squitter (ES) – is basically an upgraded broadcast transponder (out) 

and can detect other ADS-B equipped aircraft (“In”) 

• 1090 ES is the only ADS-B transmitter accepted outside of the US 

• 978 Universal Access Transceiver (UAT) – is only used in the USA by General Aviation 

(GA) flying below 18,000 ft., and is also capable of receiving ADS-B weather 

• The 978 MHz band was introduced in the US to limit the possibility of overwhelming the 

1090 ES ADS-B network by saturating it with all the other GA traffic 

• In the US only, in addition to the local air-to-air 1090 Mhz ADS-B Out traffic information, 

a 1090 ADS-B Out equipped aircraft also receives a customised package of information 

from ground stations about any traffic that is in a 15 nautical mile radius, 3,500 ft deep 

“Hockey Puck” area around that aircraft.  This Puck includes traffic from ground-based 

secondary radar systems and will therefore alert the aircraft of nearby traffic that doesn’t 

have any ADS-B Out equipment. 
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• The most recent Air Services Australia ADS-B mandate came into effect on 2 February 

2017 and requires all Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) flights to be fitted with serviceable 

ADS-B equipment 

CURRENT THINKING 

A solution is required to either interface to something like FlightRadar, Stratux; or preferably be 

built from scratch to analyse local ADS-B information to: 

• Create a hockey puck shaped “Operational Area” area around the pilot based on the 

drone controller’s settings for maximum flight height and distance, plus have an 

additional Safety Area based on a user customisable “safety margin” to enable the pilot 

to be made aware of any nearby traffic that could impact on their operations 

 
• Predict potential transits of or incursions into the RPAS’s Safety Area puck by nearby 

traffic (Informative) 

• Proactively alert incursions into the RPAS’s operational area puck (Alert) 

• Warn RPAS pilot of traffic directly impacting the RPAS/UAV puck (Warning) 

• Use Text To Speech (TTS) to issue audible Informative/Alert/Warning notifications with 

information about the traffic, relative to the pilot’s location (using GPS) 

SOLUTION COMPONENTS 

Current thinking is the solution will consist of the existing RPAS components: 

• DJI RPAS – the drone 
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• DJI Drone Controller or DJI Smart Controller – used by the operator to pilot the aircraft 

Note that the standard Drone Controller requires an additional iOS or Android mobile 

device (phone or tablet) which is connected to the DJI RPAS controller to run the DJI 

GO 4 app – this is not a requirement when the DJI Smart Controller is used as it has its 

own built-in Android based environment running the DJI GO 4 app 

• DJI GO 4 app – the official DJI Android or iOS app to manage the controller 

 

To these will be added: 

Hardware (off the shelf): 

• Raspberry Pi card with built-in Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, in an 

appropriate case with cooling fan 

• Battery Pack to run the Raspberry Pi in mobile situations 

• GPS dongle (or obtain location coordinates from DJI GO 4 app 

via SDK) 

• FlightAware or similar Software Defined Radio (RTL-SDR) 

USB dongle based on the RTL2832U chipset to receive 

1090 MHz ADS-B and MLAT transmissions 

• A suitable 1090 MHz antenna:  A simple antenna is often 

provided with the RTL-SDR dongles; however for better range reception see the 

following Youtube videos about building a Ground Plane Spider Antenna, or a cheap 

antenna, or a Franklin Antenna, or a Coaxial Colinear (CoCo) Antenna, also here, here, 

and here 
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Software (off the shelf): 

• DJI SDK - provides APIs to a third-party application to interrogate or control aspects of 

the DJI Controller 

• Raspberry Pi OS (prev. Raspbian) – OS for the Raspberry Pi 

• Dump1090 - open source code app to decode Mode S ADB-S signals from RTLSDR 

dongles into textual information and also feed that same data into the FlightAware 

PiAware  

• FlightAware PiAware - web server app on the Raspberry Pi that can be interrogated 

from any attached device running a web browser to dynamically graphically display the 

locations on a map of aircraft broadcasting ADS-B information 

Bespoke Software (to be developed): 

• Raspberry Pi OS app to read incoming ADS-B “In” text from the installed Dump1090 

software, then combined with the pilot & RPAS location information from the mobile 

Android/IOS app, to determine any potential situational conflicts in the area of RPAS 

operation; and when they occur, to send appropriate informational/warning notifications 

back to the mobile app and optionally audibly announce (text-to-speech) that message 

(default = No). 

• Mobile app (Android & iOS) to regularly poll the DJI GO 4 app via the DJI SDK to 

request the current pilot (controller) and RPAS locations, and package that information 

into a message to be send to the Raspberry Pi OS app every second or so.  The app 

will also log any notifications received back from the Raspberry Pi OS app and 

optionally audibly announce (text-to- speech) that message (default = Y). 

Limitations 
• ADS-B is currently mandatory for all global commercial aviation, but (depending on 

different country’s regulations) not all GA aviation requires ADS-B, meaning some, and 

especially aircraft below 18,000 feet, may not be fitted with ADS-B Out, rendering these 

aircraft “invisible” to ADS-B In equipment (outside of the continental US).  

• In Australia, GA traffic following Visual Flight Rules (VFR) don’t currently have to carry 

ADS-B Out equipment and will therefore not appear on any ADS-B receiver. 

• In North America, General Aviation operating below 18,000 feet will not be visible on the 

1090 MHz frequency as they will be using ADS-B “OUT” on 978 MHz.  This is only a 

problem in the US. The rest of the world will only be using 1090 MHz. 
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PLACE HOLDERS FOR STUFF BEING 

RESEARCHED 

Yet to be Researched/Determined: 

• Best Raspbian OS variant to run the solution 

• SDR software http://stratux.me/   https://flightaware.com/adsb/piaware/build  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uLu0vFn6TXQ  https://qsl.net/g4hbt/ads-b.htm 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TaIbLiMtYt0 

• Best Framework/Language to develop the Raspberry Pi OS platform app - Python, 

Java, C++? 

• Best Framework/Language to develop the mobile platform app that also works with 

the DJI SDK - Flutter & Dart vs. native? 

• Best way to 2-way communicate between Raspberry Pi OS and mobile apps - Wi-Fi 

or Bluetooth? 

• Text-to-speech (TTS) technology for the Raspberry Pi OS and mobile applications 

https://www.raspberrypi.org/forums/viewtopic.php?t=68693 

• Geospatial libraries for chosen Raspberry Pi OS app’s language 

• Using Docker & Containers as a potential Raspberry Pi OS app delivery mechanism 

Levels of alerts: 
Informative: Ping tone + “traffic transiting operational area” + customisable explanation (see 

below) 

Attention: (different) Tone + “traffic entering operational area” + customisable explanation 

(see below) 

Warning: Double claxon tone + “traffic directly” + customisable explanation (see below) 

Customisable explanation: “approaching at x-o-clock*, altitude / ascending from / descending 

from (altitude height), at a distance of (distance), on a track of (compass bearing) degrees” 

* Note: Rather than a compass direction we will need to calculate a clock (i.e. 2-o-clock) 

position based on a bearing from the controller’s to the drone’s GPS location, as that is how 

the pilot will/should be orientated, rather than providing a compass bearing to the traffic as the 

pilot may be moving and no longer be aware of where North is. 

Customisable Settings 

• Language: English (default and to allow additional languages in the future) 
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• RPAS manufacturer (SDK): DJI   (to allow support of additional manufacturers 

SDK/APIs in the future) 

• Altitude: feet/metres 

• Velocity: mph, km/h, knots, m/s 

• Far Distance: miles, km 

• Near Distance: feet, metres 

• Start Alerting area:  

• Operational Distance: Distance from Pilot’s GPS location (retrieved from DJI GO 4 app 

setting) 

• Operational Ceiling: Altitude (retrieved from DJI GO 4 app setting) 

• Safety Margin: feet, metres 

• Use 24-hour clock: Yes/No  

• Audio Announcements: Yes/No (One of the apps MUST be set to Yes) 

• Relative To: RPAS or Pilot GPS position (default = Pilot) 

Potential Development Environments 

• Flutter Crash Course for Beginners 2020 - Build a Flutter App with Google's Flutter & 

Dart 

• C for Raspberry Pi OS App 

Installing PiAware 
This will download and install PiAware and required dependencies on the Raspberry Pi:  

wget https://flightaware.com/adsb/piaware/files/packages/pool/piaware/p/piaware-

support/piaware-repository_3.8.1_all.deb 

sudo dpkg -i piaware-repository_3.8.1_all.deb 

sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt-get install piaware 

 

This will enable automatic and manual (web-based, via your request) PiAware software 

updates. These updates are disabled by default. To leave updates disabled, skip this step: 

sudo piaware-config allow-auto-updates yes 

sudo piaware-config allow-manual-updates yes 

Now install the dump1090 software: 

sudo apt-get install dump1090-fa  
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Once you have finished installing and configuring the packages, reboot your Raspberry Pi to 

ensure that everything starts correctly.  

sudo reboot 

Whilst rebooting, go to http://latlong.net and enter your address to obtain and take note of the 

Latitude and Longitude.  After reboot, edit the dump1090 configuration file: 

sudo nano /etc/default/dump1090-fa 

Add the above coordinates to the end of the RECEIVER_OPTIONS statement in the 

dump1090 configuration file: 

RECEIVER_OPTIONS="--device-index 0 --gain -10 --ppm 0 --lat -33.645149 --lon 

151.105865" 

Restart dump 1090-fa to effect the change:  

sudo systemctl restart dump1090-fa 

From any computer now use your browser to navigate to: http://[your_rapberrypi]:8080 

 

How To Install Dump1090, FlightAware, And More 
On A Raspberry Pi Using The ADS-B Receiver 
Project 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J6JlKbOE7_A&t=47s  

Web page: github.com/jprochazka/adsb-receiver  

Fresh Install  

---------------------- 

sudo apt-get update 

sudo apt-get install git 

git clone https://github.com/jprochazka/adsb-receiver.git 

cd ~/adsb-receiver 

chmod +x install.sh 

./install.sh 

---------------------- 

To Update  

---------------------- 

cd ~/adsb-receiver 

./install.sh 

---------------------- 
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